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Investigating Employee Misconduct:
Creating a Winning Game Plan
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Investigating Employee Misconduct

PRELIMINARY
CONSIDERATIONS
Before you receive a complaint
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Preliminary Considerations:
Investigation Success
A well-conducted investigation will:
• Assure
A
the
th complaining
l i i employee
l
th
thatt
the matter has been handled
• Encourage internal resolution, rather
than agency charges or lawsuits
• Minimize or eliminate potential liability
• Reduce situations causing distractions from
productivity
• Identify and address internal problems with operations
or staff
• Set up your defenses for any subsequent legal action
7
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Preliminary Considerations:
Goals for Your Investigations
Typical investigation goals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Compliance
Confidentiality
Thoroughness
Fairness
Protecting the company or brand
Ending
g inappropriate
pp p
behavior
Preventing future occurrences
Minimizing unnecessary disruption
Encouraging dispute resolution
Promptness
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Preliminary Considerations:
Goals for Your Investigations
Incentives for prompt investigation
• Faragher/Ellerth: An employer may assert an
affirmative defense to harassment claims in some
instances by showing that it exercised reasonable care
t preventt and
to
d promptly
tl correctt the
th harassing
h
i b
behavior.
h i
Burlington Indus., Inc. v. Ellerth, 524 U.S. 742 (1998); Faragher v. City of Boca
Raton, 524 U.S. 775 (1998).

• Dodd-Frank: Section 922 includes incentives granting
individual employee whistleblowers 10%-30% of any
monetary sanctions over $1,000,000 collected from a
securities law action brought by the SEC. These
incentives are somewhat offset by a 120-day window
during which an employer may respond to the
complaint, investigate, and self-report to the SEC.
15 U.S.C.
U S C § 78u–6
78u 6 (2010); 17 C
C.F.R.
F R § 240.21F-4(b)(4)(v)
240 21F 4(b)(4)(v) (2011)
(2011).
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Preliminary Considerations:
Pre-investigation
Pre
investigation Strategies
Avoid the fire drill
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Establish an in
investigation
estigation response team
Put in place clear investigation procedures
Identify potential internal investigators and provide training
Create an internal investigation checklist
Maintain a file with all the forms and documents you may need to
assist with any internal investigation
Prepare for FAQs in investigations
Train HR and management at all levels on identifying and
reporting
epo t g red
ed flags
ags
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Investigating Employee Misconduct

PLANNING THE
INVESTIGATION
Action strategies
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Planning the Investigation:
Triggering Events
Early identification of triggering events
may minimize harm
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
12

Administrative agency inquiry
Receipt of lawsuit
F
Formal
l complaint
l i t or grievance
i
Casual reports or comments – offhand remarks in a performance
review or exit interview
“Odd”
Odd questions from managers or employees
Unexplained changes in behavior,
morale, or productivity
Safety concerns
Theft suspicions or inventory losses
Suspicions and rumors
Anonymous reports
©2013 Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP

Planning the Investigation:
Triggering Events
Receiving the report of misconduct
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•

G t the
Get
th facts
f t in
i a neutral
t l manner

•

Put the reporter or complainant at ease

•

g describing
g the g
grievance –
Ask for a writing
but don’t require it

•

Consider sending a confirmation letter

•

Review any prior records of complaints by or
against the employee(s) in question
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Planning the Investigation:
Steps for Success
Tailor a plan responsive to the circumstances

14

•

Id tif the
Identify
th client
li t

•

Determine the scope of the investigation

•

p p conduct does not continue while
Ensure that the improper
the investigation is ongoing

•

Determine what investigation techniques will be used

•

Determine the form of the final report

•

Set an investigation schedule that is
prompt and compliant with internal
and legal deadlines
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Planning the Investigation:
Steps for Success
Remove bias from the process
• F
Follow
ll
an established
t bli h d investigation
i
ti ti
plan and procedure
• Choose the appropriate resources
as your investigators
• Preserve and collect relevant records
• Properly document all information
obtained from interviews
• Focus on verifiable facts
• Consider at every step whether your
investigation is on target with the initial plan and goals
• Ask yourself: Would this investigation seem fair if reviewed
b th
by
the complainant,
l i
t th
the EEOC
EEOC—or even plaintiff’s
l i tiff’ counsel?
l?
15
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Planning the Investigation:
Selecting the Investigator
Potential investigators
• Human
H
resources/in-house
/i h
iinvestigator
ti t
• Outside/independent non-attorney
• In-house counsel
• Outside counsel

Factors to consider
• Skill level
• Relationship to the parties
Complainants’ comfort level with the individual
• Complainants
• Whether the matter is likely to result in litigation or
government action
• Privilege
P i il
protections
t ti
16
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Planning the Investigation:
Selecting the Investigator
Benefits of in-house counsel
• Reduced
R d
d expense
• More intimate knowledge of internal policies,
actual practices, and employees
• Typically more access to decision-makers

Benefits of outside counsel
• Limits
Li it utilization
tili ti off iinternal
t
l resources
• Potentially more specialized knowledge of particular laws,
relevant government agency personnel, trends in litigation,
and
dd
defense
f
off plaintiffs’
l i tiff ’ strategies
t t i
• Outside attorney may be viewed by employees as objective,
and discreet about embarrassing or sensitive situations
• Attorney-client privilege is easier to protect
17
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Planning the Investigation:
Privilege Concerns
Privilege problems when in-house counsel investigates
•

•

Disqualification concerns with Model Rule 3
3.7
7 (Lawyer As Witness)
•

(a) A lawyer shall not act as advocate at a trial in which the lawyer is likely
to be a necessary witness unless: (1) the testimony relates to an
uncontested issue; (2) the testimony relates to the nature and value of legal
services rendered in the case; or (3) disqualification of the lawyer would
work substantial hardship on the client.

•

(b) A lawyer may act as advocate in a trial in which another lawyer in the
lawyers firm is likely to be called as a witness unless precluded from doing
so by Rule 1.7 or Rule 1.9 [regarding conflicts of interest].

Difficulty separating privileged from business communications
•

For privilege to apply, the in-house lawyer must be: (1) acting in a
professional capacity as a lawyer; (2) consulted for or dispensing legal
advice to a client; and (3) the communication must be made in confidence.

•

Most courts “apply ‘heightened’ scrutiny to communications to and from ing attorney-client
y
privilege.”
p
g
house counsel in determining
Lindley v. Life Investors Ins. Co. of America, 267 F.R.D. 382, 389 (N.D. Okla. 2010).
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Planning the Investigation:
Privilege Concerns
Upjohn warnings to employees communicating with counsel
• Make clear that you are counsel representing the employer and not
any particular employee
• Explain that you are conducting a confidential investigation on
behalf of the employer
But see Banner Health System
y
d/b/a Banner Estrella Medical Center,, 358 N.L.R.B. No. 93 (2012).
(
)

• Explain the purpose of speaking with the particular witness
• Explain that the interview is confidential and privileged but that the
privilege belongs to the employer not the employee, and only the
employer can choose to waive the privilege
• If asked, indicate that the employee may consult with a personal
attorney if he or she has concerns about personal liability
• Document the communication, including these disclaimers
• Evaluate retaining separate “shadow” counsel for employees if
there is a valid liability concern
U.S. v. Ruehle, 583 F.3d 600 ((9th Cir. 2009);
) Upjohn
pj
Co. v. U.S., 449 U.S. 383 ((1981).
)

19
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Planning the Investigation:
Privilege Concerns
Protecting the privilege
• From the outset, document that the purpose of the
investigation communication is to obtain legal advice
y help
p to p
preserve p
privilege
g
• Use of outside counsel may
• Counsel can retain forensic experts
• Communications with former employees might not be
privileged
• Take painstaking care in drafting and
circulating investigation report, updates,
and other documentation

20
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Investigating Employee Misconduct

CONDUCTING THE
INVESTIGATION
Stay on track

21
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Conducting the Investigation:
Best Practices
Keys to a thorough investigation
• Assess
A
th
the complaint
l i t or allegations
ll
ti
• Determine the nature of the issue
y key
yp
players
y
• Identify
• Locate and obtain access to relevant information
• Assess the company’s legal obligations
• Review prior records of complaints by or against the
employee in question
• Preserve evidence immediately
• Collect and review relevant documents, including relevant
policies and guidelines
• Finalize your plan for the investigation
• Make sure improper conduct does not continue
22
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Conducting the Investigation:
Gathering and Preserving Evidence
A company must suspend routine document retention and
destruction and put in place a “litigation
litigation hold”
hold once it
reasonably anticipates litigation
•

Identify the right document custodians at all levels

•

Appropriately define the subject matter

•

Give clear instruction

•

Issue separate IT litigation hold instructions

•

Obt i written
Obtain
itt acknowledgment
k
l d
t off compliance
li

•

Follow up periodically to confirm continued duty

The receipt of a complaint triggering an internal investigation may
also trigger the duty to preserve
Doe v. Norwalk Cmty. College, 248 F.R.D. 372, 377 (D. Conn. 2007) (finding duty
triggered by scheduling of administrative meeting to discuss campus incident, indicating
school officials were aware of assault allegations); Zubulake v. UBS Warburg (Zubulake
IV), 220 F.R.D. 212, 218 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) (finding “duty to preserve may have arisen even
before the EEOC complaint was filed”).
23
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Conducting the Investigation:
Gathering and Preserving Evidence
Individual records

General documents

• Email (company/personal)

• HR policies and practices

• Text messages

• Benefits booklets

• Social media sites*

• Ethics guidelines

• Personal computers

• Finance guidelines

• Personal cell phones

• Security guidelines

• Surveillance video

• Personnel files

• Voicemail and call logs

• Expense records

• Cameras

• Time cards

• D
Documents
t iin possession
i off
the witnesses

• Project files

• Third-party communications**
*****Comply with new state laws.
*****Likely not protected by privilege.
24
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Conducting the Investigation:
Gathering and Preserving Evidence
What if you don’t have documentation?
• C
Conduct
d t and
dd
documentt as many
relevant interviews as possible
(i.e., first-hand testimony)
• Avoid hearsay: have witnesses
document their recollection (under
the investigator’s guidance)
• Create a paper trail of the
investigation designed for discovery
• Think creatively about supporting documentation and
witnesses, within reason
• Avoid volunteers, vigilantes, and improper snooping
y comply
p y with applicable
pp
laws: p
privacy
y laws,, social
• Always
media laws, discrimination laws, NLRA (non-union settings)
25
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Conducting the Investigation:
Interviewing Witnesses
Create a witness interview plan
• Identify
Id tif and
d llearn about
b t th
the witnesses
it
• Review relevant laws and documents
prior to beginning interviews
• Decide in which order to interview
witnesses, when to interview accused
• Know the issues, and decide what
i
issues
tto explore
l
with
ith each
h witness
it
• Prepare a list of questions
• Be prepared to answer likely questions, such as right to an attorney
or union rep (Weingarten rights)
• Consider special issues when interviewing former employees
• Reassess the investigation
g
and follow-up
p items after each interview

26
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Conducting the Investigation:
Interviewing Witnesses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
27

Conduct interviews face-to-face in a quiet confidential setting
Inform witness if you plan to disclose the information
Verify whether witness is independently represented for relevant subject
Provide Upjohn warning (if you are an attorney) and “Mirandize” witness
regarding
g
g retaliation and cooperation
Manage your witnesses: ensure their discretion, prevent independent
investigation, listen to their concerns
Listen for inconsistencies in interviews
Be prepared to answer tough questions
Document the interview
Record objective credibility assessments,
attorney mental impressions for privilege
Request and follow up on obtaining any
documents from the witness
Assume your notes are discoverable,
discoverable but
mark as protected
©2013 Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP

Conducting the Investigation:
Interviewing Witnesses
Interviewing the accused
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
28

Apply warnings given to other witnesses and inquire
about representation
But, try to eliminate atmosphere of confrontation and
foster confidence in your objectivity
Present the allegations in a professional,
non-accusatory manner
If the accused asks to identify,
y confront, or interview
the complainant, ask for all questions sought to be
answered, and state you will follow up
Give an estimate of when the investigation will be completed, and
encourage accused
d tto supply
l additional
dditi
l ffacts
t or d
documentation
t ti
Document accusations made by accused about related or other issues,
but stay on topic
Provide a reminder that the investigation is ongoing,
ongoing and maintaining
professional conduct is in everyone’s best interests
©2013 Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP

Investigating Employee Misconduct

CONCLUDING THE
INVESTIGATION
Don’tt go around in circles
Don

29
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Concluding the Investigation:
Post-Investigation
Post
Investigation Action Plan
Conclude the investigation
• Do you know what actually happened?
• Consider credibility issues
• Reevaluate whether to produce a
written summary or report

Make a recommendation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Were any of the company’s policies or guidelines violated?
What has the company done in the past with similar violations?
How long has the wrongdoer been employed at the company?
Has he or she ever violated any other policies in the past?
What is his or her performance history at the company?
Are there any other circumstances that could affect your
recommendation, i.e., any mitigating circumstances?

Implement the decision
30
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Concluding the Investigation:
Ensuring Consistency
Is your investigation defensible?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
31

Review
Re
ie discipline taken in past year
ear
for similarly situated employees;
consider protected characteristics
Does decision follow progressive
discipline or relevant policy?
Review with relevant manager, HR, and legal representatives
Recheck your documentation for consistency; resolve or
acknowledge conflicting data
Add support documentation, such as relevant policies, to the file
Draft warnings, counseling confirmations, reports, and
evaluations as if they will be your exhibits in a trial
Ask: Is this an unbiased decision? Is it the right decision
for the organization?
©2013 Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP

Concluding the Investigation:
Best Practices for Documentation
Document discipline or conclusions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

32

Identify the performance standard or rrule
Identif
le of conduct
cond ct at iss
issue
e
Provide specific examples of how the employee failed to meet
the performance standard or violated the rule
If continuing employment, explain the employee’s responsibilities
and set specific goals and standards for improvement
Set time for improvement, if appropriate
Identify the consequences should the employee
fail to meet goals or standards for improvement
Document date issued to employee, request
employee signature, and file
Always remember: protect privilege,
but plan for discovery
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Concluding the Investigation:
Reporting the Facts
Documentation: show and tell
• Produce
P d
accurate,
t legible,
l ibl and
d error-free
f
documents
d
t
• Stick to the facts – avoid bias and subjectivity
• Use the “5 W’s”: who,, what,, when,, where,, whyy
• Document facts; do not give legal or
generalized conclusions
• Record exact quotes; avoid labels
• Remove irrelevant data from
summary documents
• A third-party reader should be able
to understand what happened
• Don’t let plaintiff’s counsel twist
vague or sloppy words into dollars
33
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Concluding the Investigation:
Close the Loop
Prevent retaliation in the organization
• Whether or not complaint is
substantiated, advise accused
and others about retaliation
• Tell complainant what to do if he
or she suspects retaliation
p with complainant
p
• Follow up
and witnesses regularly to
determine whether there has
been or there is a risk of retaliation
• Take immediate action if there is any hint of
retaliatory behavior

34
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Concluding the Investigation:
Preparing for the Next One
Plan for your next investigation
• Follow
F ll
up on any additional
dditi
l
issues raised by the
investigation
g
• Report to stakeholders
• Audit operations that led to
th triggering
the
ti
i eventt or
circumstances
• Revise corporate and investigation policies and
procedures to reflect lessons learned
• Evaluate the investigation and your investigation plan
35
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Questions?

E. Jewelle Johnson
jewelle.johnson@graphicpkg.com
Allegra J. Lawrence-Hardy
allegra.lawrence hardy@sutherland.com
allegra.lawrence-hardy@sutherland.com
Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP
999 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 2300
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
404 853 8000
404.853.8000
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